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2012 was an exciting year. By client 
demand, Susan rolled out a program that 
lights her fire. We asked her why a Secret 
Service Agent is an imperative for 
organizations? 
 
"Information is key and strategic 
knowledge and perspective to extract this 
information has a unique power to 
uncover the gaps. This is why we created 
this program as a compliment to the 
Serves You Right! Program, which has 
become a tremendous tool to transform a 
culture and gain that competitive edge 
required in today's marketplace." 
 
 

Go Undercover 
with Susan… 
 

Susan built her empire on one simple principle: 
"Engage and serve your internal customer with tools and 
enthusiasm, empowering them to outrageously and 
courageously serve your external customer. Service will then 
become your competitive edge… Making your company 
highly contagious." 
  
 

THE Service Enthusiast! 
 

Author, CEO, Change Agent, Futurist, Provocateur, 
Global Servant, Storyteller Extraordinaire, Trailblazer  

 

 Susan Brooks is the founder and former CEO of a 
multimillion-dollar retail and corporate gifting company. 
Headquartered in Arizona, Susan was at the helm of 
her growing organization while consistently called upon 
by other organizations to replicate the service driven 
culture she had created.  

Susan sold her 30-year-old company to focus her 
energies full time on her Service Enthusiasm. As a 
sales and marketing guru, Susan is best known as a 
die-hard Service Enthusiast, where she consistently  
'raises the bar' of service excellence in your 
company...and in your world. 
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Susan will… 
 

 PERSONALLY take her expertise and go undercover to 

engage employees and stakeholders at all levels and 

anywhere in the world to gain the truth in what your 

customer and client is experiencing in real-time.  

 Uncover and analyze the cultural gaps in leadership's 

perception vs. the customer's reality. 

 Determine if the frontline is congruent and empowered to 

deliver on the organization's mission, vision, and goals.  

 Deliver results to leadership along with an implementation 

plan to increase frontline enthusiasm, performance, 

customer retention, upsell conversions and new customer 

acquisitions. 
 
Bottom Line: 
 

 Information is key…  but knowledge is power. 
 Leveraging Susan as your Secret Service Agent through the lens of a 

strategist, leader, and culture provocateur will confront and resolve 
the challenges that must begin and end with an organizations 
culture. Heightened awareness and standards should only become a 
reflection of this culture resulting in service enthusiasm.  

 This is a significant opportunity to gain the information necessary to 
recognize customer's touch-points in order to deliver the promise of 
your brand.  

 
 
 
 
 

…. shhh   If excellent Service is 
your organization’s top 
priority, The Secret Service 
Agent could be your reality 
check!  The undercover agent 
will show you how you are 
serving your customers and 
how you can serve your 
customers.  These programs 
will take your service over the 
top! 

Case Study ARUBA: 
 
In 2012, the Aruba Tourism Authority (ATA) invited Susan to shop the entire island from the visitor's point of view. The 
results were eye-opening and then integrated into a presentation delivered at the annual ATA meeting for all tourism-
focused business and community leadership, which in Aruba is practically everyone. She shared the results in a format 
that had a major impact across all verticals and functions. This presentation trumped former perceptions with reality: 
 
 Winning companies and individuals were highlighted in the presentation and given awards specific to their 

accomplishments. 
 Challenges were isolated and addressed in practical formats, at both the national and street levels.  
 Strategic goals were created and aligned with the best interest of the national economy, business owners, 

employees and customers. 
 Island-wide customized training programs were then developed by Susan around these results to directly address 

the 'customer experience' at the street level. 
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Keynote and workshops: 

 

By going uncover to reveal real-life tales of the best and worst practices in this customized 

presentation; service issues and opportunities are delivered in engaged discussions that 

differentiates ordinary service from a Service Enthusiasm experience. The benefits are profound as 

they provoke cultural awareness across an entire organization by utilizing current and relevant 

industry specific research combined with your organization’s data to create this eye-opening 

program.  

 

The process begins by heightening awareness. Each participant will identify where their company is, 

what sets their company apart, and where they can contribute towards a culture of service, both 

internally and externally.  

 

Reality check- Ignorance is no longer bliss. It’s time for action. 

   

Susan’s high-energy and content rich presentation delivers a body of information that will be 

transformed into actionable strategies and solutions. This information plus inspiration equals 

exceptional value for each participant igniting their desire and commitment in a way that will “move 

the needle” on your internal culture, brand trust and ultimately your company’s bottom-line. 

1-Day Interactive Workshop:   

This on-sight workshop incorporates the Service Enthusiasm processes with expanded engagement 

options such as social media contests that harvest anonymous input that will stimulate friendly 

competition so attendees are engaged even before the winners are announced during the 

workshop.  This information added to the undercover Secret Service Agent information creates a 

format is uniquely original, demonstrating the positive impacts that Service Enthusiasm will have 

upon your organization, its culture and ultimately your customer’s satisfaction and loyalty.  

 

3-Day Secret Service Agent program + Keynote:    
Building on and incorporating industry specific information, this customized program features an on-site Secret Service Agent experience that will then be 
integrated into a keynote presentation. 
 

The program focuses on an individual company’s profile, culture and service performance, beginning with an initial interview with the company’s leaders in 
an effort to identify the vision and expectation of the customer’s experience. It is critical that the Secret Service Agent knows what areas have been 
identified as critically important to the company brand. 

 

Based on the number of site locations involved, the Secret Service Agent will then anonymously “shop” the actual in-the-field locations, participating in the 

customer experience first-hand.  Each experience will be assessed, measured, and then integrated into an Executive Summary report. Specific challenges and 
opportunities will be identified, along with suggested solutions ready for immediate implementation in training programs and day-to-day operations.   Once 

the priorities for change have been identified, along with the results of the assessment, this will be shared with the entire Team   , recognizing the 
importance of every person’s contribution to deliver the vision for Service Enthusiasm. 


